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CHURCH-STATE RELATIONS IN THE EARLY
CHURCH AND THE CRISIS FACING THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN NIGERIA
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Preamble: The Impact of Jesus
Church.

on

C.S.Sp.

Social Relations in the

Early

on how to assess the political inclinations of
Despite the fact that Pilate's verdict was politically
motivated and that he was executed between two criminals.(possibly
political agitators), the New Testament tradition does not present
him as a Zealot. The image presented of him in the New Testament is
of one preoccupied with the Kingdom of God, present and taking ef
fect in unbinding suffering men and women from evil (demons, sin,
and oppression from the legal casuistry of the Scribes).
The increasing concern about the 'just middle' of religion and
politics in Nigerian society has led theological associations to com
mission studies on "Church and Politics in Nigeria". Studies on New
Testament data by Nigerian theologians either deny or confirm
1
Jesus's involvement in politics. When one however considers the
a milieu which had borne
Jewish milieu in which Jesus was living
traces of the Maccabean revolt (as from 167 B.C), the unpopular
regime of the house of Herod (then limited to Galilee), the Roman.
direct rule of Judea as from the 6th century A. 0 with its exacting tax
ation, the dominance of the daily life of the Jewish man or woman
by Scribes and Pharisees with their legalistic interpretation and
observance of the law, the rise of Zealotism (as from the 6th c. A.D)
and the generalized mood of Messianic expectation (a Messianism
2
which is necessarily linked to liberation from Roman rule)
one is
no
that
statement
would
be
to
admit
politically
compelled
religious
neutral. P. Johnson is thus not exaggerating when he asserts:

Opinions

are

divided

Jesus of Nazareth.

-

-

Palestine
and

was

religious

thus soaked in

extremism

were

politico-religious apocalypticism. trredertist politics
inextricably mixed. All Palestinian jews to some ex

tent believed in a Messianic solution. There were, it is true, many different doc

trines of the Messiah but the variations
the

unitary

belief that

rule Israel. Thus

a man

were matters

of detail and all rested

on

oppressors will be driven out and God alone would
who criticised the Romans was making a religious state-

foreign
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ment

an:r

a man

who insisted

on

the

highest degree of ritual purity

was

playing

politics.

.

-

Thus one can safely say that when .Jesus or his followers attacked
the ideological use of religion by the Scribes and Pharisees to hold

bondage "(leqalism), it would be dif
ficult for their audience not' to read poritics into his words. But more,
important st"i, despite the desire to5 be at peace with the state, as 'the'
New Testament tradition testifies, the christian community saw its
faith in Jesus the Christ as imposing a new social alternative:

the Jewish

man or woman

There is neither Jew

male

female; for

I10r

nor

you

under

Greek, there is neither slave

are

all

one

nor

free, there is neither

in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:28),

a
Many exegetes would consider the above text a baptismal hymn
of
social
relations
death
from
into
type
being plunged
flowing
-

new

with the Christ to rise to

a new

kind of life (Rom. 6:3-4). This

new

type of behaviour is not neutral to existing practices in the wider
Roman society. A" sorts of discriminations are abolished in principle;
and people whose upward social mobility is halted because of
societal circumstances
Roman

citizenship,

attractive.

(e.g. wealthy slaves,
women)

found

the

aliens not eligible for
christian alternative

6

Thus Jesus' deep feeling of solidarity with suffering and
marginalized people is projected as an ideal and generalized in the
christian community as testified by Gal. 3:28. It is a new social
mobilization in which the humanum is prioritized as manifestation of
the divinum; and thus one should not be surprised that Jesus (and
the christian community) would prescribe religious solution to pro
7
blems which are not simply religious.
My aim in this paper is to explore how far this christian alternative
operated in the first five hundred years of christianity, and whether
christians can present a saving alternative to the present political
debacle in Nigeria.

Christians

as

the Soul of the World:

correspondence with Emperor Trajan (112-113 A.D.), Pliny
Younger indicated how christianity has spread all over the pro
vince of Bithynia.
In his

the

For there

are

many of all ages, all

be summoned to

classes, and

even

of both

justice. The infection of this superstition
8
ly cities, but villages and the country-side, as well.

sexes

has

who

are or

penetrated

will

not on
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The Institutum Neronianum (Nero's Decree), according to Tertulian,
out-Iawed being christian (non licet esse christianos). Thus to
become a christian was laesa maiestas (an attack on the State).

of the
regarded as the scum of the earth, haters
9
them
Tacitus
who
disliked
(says
intensely). Despite the
bitter presecution that raged, christians could assign to themselves a
universalist and eschatological role. The author of the letter to
Diognetus, rejecting Judaism and Paganism, follows a philosophic
thinking originating from Plato to declare christians as the Soul of the
10
World. This Hellenistic christian gives a classic definition of the role

Christians
human

were

race

of the christian in the world:
Their existence is

on

earth, but their citizenship is in heaven. They obey the

established laws, and they surpass the laws in their own lives
In a word, what
the soul is in a body, this the christians are in the world. The soul is spread
...

through

all the members of the

the world

together;

body,

and christians

through the diverse cities of
body, and yet itself holdeth the body
world as in prison-house, and yet they

The soul is enclosed in the

...

so

christians

kept in ��e
together.

are

themselves hold the world

though christians are inoffensive, their presence in the
They have a universalist mission to hold the
world together and transform the society. Indeed there appears to be
an identity of purpose in the universalist interests of the christian
movement and those of the Roman Empire. Thus Tertulian could
assert that christians pray for the Emperor and for the postponement
of the day of wrath, thereby assisting in the "countinuance of
Rome". His Apology is not merely a plea for the survival of christiani
ty but "an argument which projects christianity as the ultimate
hope of the survival of society itself" 12. This identity of interest not
withstanding, Tertulian would reject the Graeco-Roman world.
Thus

even

world is not neutral.

What indeed has Athens to do with Jerusalem? What concord is there between
the Academy and the church? Between heretics and christians? (On the Prescrip
tion of Heretics, 7)

Again

he says:

There is

no

agreement between the divine and the human oath, the standard of

Christ and the standard of the devil, the camp of light and the camp of
God and Caesar. (On Idolatry, 19)
One soul cannot be due to two masters

darkn�ss.

-

Diognetus and Tertulian are examples of a christian dogged belief
in its mission as an alternative to existing social relations. The
Graeco-Roman world needs the christian to continue in existence as
body needs the soul; but the christian must not compromise with

the
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spirit of this world. The
modify this eschatological bent of

the wicked

church-state relations

a

emergence of Constantine will
the christian understanding of

great deal.

The Constantinian Revolution: Christianity

as

State

Religion

The Edict of Toleration decreed by the dying Galerius in 311 A. D.
signalled religious freedom in the empire. The christians "who had
abandoned the religions of their ancestors" and had not been per
suaded to come back lito their senses" could "once again live as
christians and reconstruct their meeting places". Finally, "in accord
with the indulgence which.we show them, the christians must in
tercede to their god for our health and safety, for the empire and for
-

themselves

"

14

...

For' christianity this
W.H.C. Frend says;
For the first time
influence

More

on

the

for it

momentous as it was

power other than the immortal

destiny of the empire.

momentous

Licinius

a

was

was

projected

the

15

Edict of

gods

Milan

revolutionary. As

was

of

accepted

as an

Constantine and

first and foremost the christian

religion:

"We believed it necessary to decide never to refuse anyone the
possibility of belonging to the christian religion or to another which
seemed better for that one". And all christian places of worship

whether in the hands of the state

or private individuals are to be
16
returned without any delay and at no cost to the christians.
The conversion of Constantine, his emergence as sole master of
the empire and the triumph of christianity as state religion to the

detriment of Graeco-Roman

religion led to a new understanding of
church-state relations. In the East a political theology of integration
predominated while in the West the inclination was towards separa
tion of Church and State.
Unity of Church and Empire under God's Providence: The
Theology

Eastern Political

The most influential exponent of this theory of Church-State rela
tions is the historian Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea. As one who im
bibed fully the christian world optimism of Origen and is also in
fluenced by the writings of Philo; he saw the advance of christianity
as based more in its "positive advantages for humanity in terms of
politics and religion, rather than in terms of the 'seed of martyrs' or
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17

fear of judgement".
The emergence of the

Roman

empire (Augustus) and the

emergence of lithe first and the true religion" (Christianity) happened
at the same period. The two are ordained to work in harmony. The

persecutions are the work of lithe demon who hates everything that
is good, and is always hostile to the truth, and most bitterly opposed
to the salvation of man", who thus "turned all his arts agaisnt the
church".
In

18

the Oration of Eusebius

on

the celebration of Constantine's thir

tieth year as emperor (335 A. D) he extolled the government of Con
stantine as an imitation of the heavenly powers. A government which
has been victorious "not only over impious and savage foes, but over
equally barbarous adversaries, the evil spirits themselves". 19The way
Eusebius pictures the rule of the emperor and the divine origin of this
rule leaves no one in doubt about who is the superior partner (or
simply master) in the integrated State-Church:
This

only begotten Word of God reigns, from ages which had no beginning, to
inflnite and endless ages, the partner of his Father's Kingdom. And (our emperor)
ever beloved by him, who derives the source of imperial authority from above,
and is strong in the power of this sacred title, has controlled the empire of the
20
world for a long period of years.

And still in stronger terms:
he (the emperor) directs his gaze above, and frames his earthly government ac
cording to the pattern of that Divine original, feeling strength in its conforrnitv to
the monarchy of God. And this conformity is granted by the Universal Sovereign
to man alone of the creatures of this earth: for he only is the author of sovereign
21
power, who decrees that all should be subject to the rule of one.
...

The emperors trorn Constantine to Justinian

were

conscious of

their powers in matters of State and Church. Eastern Bishops defer
red to this power. From theological to disciplinary matters, whether
or not, they were invited or
undertook to arbitrate over ecclesiastical matters. Constantine not
only convoked the council of Nicea but was said to have introduced
the term homoousios. The two bishops who refused to sign the
Nicene document were banished. The model for the church cor
responds to his model of the empire: harmony, serenity, multiplicity

they understood the abtuse speculations

in

unity

-

threaten

a

universalist and inclusive church. Constantine could thus

Bishop Athanasius who would

As you know nw

wishes,

pray admit

freely

not

tolerate Arius:

any who wish to enter the church. If I
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hear you have stopped anyone claiming membership I will immediately send

official to depose you and send you into exile.

Sp.

an

22

Athanasius was subsequently banished. His restoration by Constan
tius II was again by imperial grace and not an ecclesiastical decision.
He might complain about the justice of the emperor's action but he
never questioned the right of the emperor to pronounce on church
matters.

The above pattern characterised church-state relations in the East.
A State-Church was established. The peace in empire and church
was assured by the emperor. This state-church is brought home to
worshipers by decorations ef the dome of Hagia Sophia Cathedral in

Constantinople (completed and dedicated 537 A.D.). As Frend says,
the representations of .Justinian and of Theodora and their court made the
worshipper aware how the monarchy was an extension of the hierarchy of
heaven, which included their earthly rulers, their friends, and their military, civil,
and ecclesiastical advisers. The spiritual was never entirely divorced from the
...

material. Holiness

beyond.

was

23

not,

as

it tended to be in the

West,

confined to the world

The Political Ideology of the Western Church: Separation
Tertulilans

rejection of the Graeco-Roman society fairly represents
uncompromising church attitude to the State. The

the North African

Donatist poser was the first test to the Universalist view of Constan
tine. The question was more complicated because local Punic and
Berber resistance to Roman rule found expression in the Carthagi'
24
nian Church and was entrenched in Donatism. The Donatistswho
rejected ministry by members of the clergy who were traditores dur
ing the persecution requested a meeting in Aries to decide the fate of

Caecilian whom they
view did not carry in
Constantine imposed

repudiated as Bishop of Carthage. When their
Aries, they rejected the verdict of the council.
imperial will by force, sending Donatist bishops

seizing their churches. This strengthened the Donatist
martyrdom and oppose the State satan.
Donatist controversy the Roman Church supported Con

into exile and

resolve to suffer
In the
stantine. There

was a convergence of interests. However, when
State interest and ecclesiastical interest diverged, there appeared to
emerge a specific Western view of church and politics. For example,
Constantius II was inclined to favour Arianism. Western bishops
for the royal fiat
were insistent that this should not be the case
-

law even if the East identified both.
Hosius of Cordoba in his letter to Constantius

was not canon

rejected the
emperor's habit of banishing bishops and outlined the limits of
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Church- State roles:
Cease these proceedings, I breseech you, and remember that you are a mortal
man
Intrude not yourself into ecclesiastical matters, neither give commands
...

concerning them; but learn from us. God has put into your hands the
Neither therefore is it
kingdom; to us he entrusted the affairs of His church
to exercise an earthly rule.inor have you, Sire, any authority to
perm�tted unt95us
unto us

...

burn

Incense.

The Western doctrine of the Two Swords

was

emerging.

Ambrose

of Milan used similar arguments in his controversy with Valentinan II
in 386. Through Ambrose we get an insight into the mind of the

Western ecclesiastics. Bishops then were generally of the Roman
nobility, and were of some standing in the empire. On this Ambrose
had this to say: Ilwe priests have our own way of rising to empire.
Our infirmity is our own way to the throne. For when I am weak, then
am

I

powerful;'.

26

The decline in the fortunes of the Roman

empire generated

among the upper class Romans. Fleeing the world (fuga
to
the christian way and flee the wrath to come was
follow
mundi)
seen to be a better alternative. The christian alternative created

pessimism

another

city (Augustine's City of God). Leaders

in this

city paralleled

those of the doomed world. (Ambrose dressed always as a senator
alb and chasuble). And they had final say in matters affecting their
-

interest before

a

christian emperor

even

when such

were matters

of

peace in the empire. For example when Theodosius ordered chris
tians of Callinicum to rebuild, at their own expense, a synagogue

which

they had burned down, Ambrose intervened to stop such an
action. His antisemitism was clear. Theodosius tamely bowed before
Ambrose's discriminatory stance. Again the Bishop of Milan was
also up in arms against Theodosius when the latter ordered the
massacre of 6000 persons at Thessalonica. He called on the emperor
as the Prohphet Nathan called on David to repent; and he would not
27
preside at the eucharist before the emperor until he repented.
Over the issue of Arianism, Ambrose was uncompromising with
the State. Even besieged in his church by soldiers of Empress
Justina, he did not flinch: "The presence of soldiers and the noise of
28
arms surrounding the church do not shake my faith".
For Ambrose
the christian leader is in the church and not above it. In this way im
perial authority became aligned completely behind orthodox Catholic
church and the church behind imperial authority when it was stamp

ing

our

paganism and heresy.

Augustine's

view of the matteris not different. The ideal christian
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emperor governs with justice, is not puffed up by flatterers, thinks of
sovereignty a's a ministry of God and uses it to spread the true
29
religion. In the spread of the "true religion" Augustine's church
state marriage was clear. Heresy must not only be allowed to exist
but error must be nipped in the bud. He employed Luke 14:23 to
justify using force to bring heretics back: "Go out to the highways
and hedges, and compel people to come in". He thus supervised the
demise of Donatists and encouraged the persecution of Pelagians.
The West lacked the optimistic vision of the world which facilitated

integration of church and state in the East. Rather this world is con
sidered evil and asceticism is the only way to individual purification.
Thus the general Western Christian attitude is to flee the world. In
Donatist North Africa the state remained a persecutor and christians
(Donatists) were ready to oppose it as well as to suffer martyrdom.
However the orthodox (Roman) church supported such christian
leaders who were relentlessly preoccupied with fighting errors in the
world
especially paganism and heresy. Thus a powerful church
denied the same religious liberty to others which it pleaded for in its
time of weakness.
-

The Christian Church in

Nigeria

and its Relation to the State.

Most Nigerians have 1992 in view. The Federal Military Govern
ment's transition programme is devised to keep the rest of us geared
towards 1992. If one could go by the last local government elections
and the polarization of Muslims and Christians in the Constituent

Assembly, it would appear that religious
mining factor for the Nigerian electorate.

affiliation would be

a

deter

The issue is thus grave. One could consider what the ideal christian
leader would be; or what christians could do to capture power. But
when one reflects on the spectre of religious intolerance which is a
fact of Nigerian life, one should rather concentrate on what alter
natives would generate a more healthy socio-politicallife in Nigeria.
The brief history of church-state relations outlined above shows
that there was discordance in the christian response when the
Roman empire became christian. The East preferred a close link bet
ween Church and State; however, the emperor was obviously the
in the union. The church's eschatological witness
vigour. In the West a pessimistic view of the world
Orthodox christianity's interest was other worldly

superior partner
lost much of its

predominated.

souls must be saved through stamping
aligned itself behind the emperor when he

-

error, and the church
was doing just this no matour
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ter what means he

In

Nigeria
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employed.

the situation is different. Muslims

already known to
relationship
religious practice and the state;
and christians show that they are very much part and parcel of this
nation even though a definite christian approach to life must be
adopted. For example, early last year (February 23-26, 1988) the
Catholic Bishops of Nigeria declared "Politicallnvolvement" to be "a
sacred mission of service". So it is not only a right but a duty to offer
one's services through political leadership in order to establish "a just
30
and moral social order in our nation". This is a departure from the
inherited western christian view of 'fleeing the world'. Rather the
mission of 'tending the earth' (cf. Gen. 2: 15) is optimistically embrac
want a close

ed

as

are

between

in the Eastern church.

But how do christians work for

religion

in

Nigeria

has become

a

a

just and moral social order when
disintegration? It is

factor for social

my view that we may have a key to chart a new course in the lived ex
Jesus and the early christians. If we plunge back into the

perience of

christian roots and reflect

on Jesus' critique of his society (especially
ideological exploitation of religion to oppress the weak), the
egalitarianism offered by the christian community (liberation of the
oppressed), and awareness of an eschatological and universalist mis
sion by a persecuted church, we may realize that in Nigeria today
christians could lead the fight to get beyond religion (its ideological
use) in order to save the life of the Nigerian man or woman. Nigerian
christian churches should thus be in the forefront in fighting for
Religious Freedom.

the

Religious Freedom as Fundamental Key
Relations in Nigeria.
The

legal aspect of Religious
Nigerian constitution:

Freedom is

to Church-State

already entrenched

in the

Every person shall be entitled to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, in
cluding freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom (either alone or in
community with others, and in public or in private) to manifest a:!60 propagate his
religion or belief in worship, teaching, practice and observance.
.

Religious language is self-involving, because the codes employed
symbolic codes. Whether it is invocation ('Mv Lord and my God')
or ritual (e.g. breaking of the cola-nut), religious action relates men
and women (the human cornmunity) personally to a being or beings
which give consistency to Human Life in the World (God/ Allah).
are
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When the 1979 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria pro
vides freedorn to manifest and propagate one's religion, we must
realise that we are not dealing with a neutral code. It is not simply a
question of giving information about creeds and rituals rather it is a

knowledge is imparted and acquired by doing, by in
volving oneself, by commitment. The commitment links the confess
ing community and individuals to the guarantors of certitude, the
foundation. The community inhabits a kind of an environment in its
symbols
breathing spaces that help it discover the possibilities that
31
Life offers. The religious ground of any confessing community is its
familiar ground which it rightly confesses as unique.
situation where

-

When the 1979 Constitution declares freedom to propagate one's
religion etc, it is a freedom to communicate one's way of experienc
ing Life's Foundation to others. One seeks for converts by proposing

one's way

as

having

power to sustain Life in the World over other

ex

persuading one to
isting ways. Conversion thus implies subversion
abandon one way in order to embrace another way. In an ideal situa
tion, this persuasion takes the form of dialogue: between the en
quirer / audience and a confessing community in which the enquirer
-

community's Life-Foundation. Conversion becomes
enquirer/audience a discovery of a more satisfying Life
Foundation opening up Life to its possibilities.
However, the Nigerian situation shows that the ideal is hard to at
tain, especially with regard to the two aggressively missionary
religions (Islam and Christianity). With a zeal comparable to that of
emperors Constantine and Charlemagne, the cause of Islam was em
braced by Uthman dan Fodio to the point that the medieval cujus
regio eius religio was replicated in the Sokoto caliphate. The will of
the Northern ruling class and that of Allah were indistinguishable.
Similarly in the christianisation of Southern Nigeria, as from the mid19th Century, the colonial will and the desires of the propagators of
christ" .mitv often tallied. In each case little place was given to
dialogue. These missionary religions subdued the existing traditional
religion in their areas of dominance.
In recent times the wave of intolerance has gone beyond oppress
ing practitioners of traditional religion to attacking non-purist sects
within the one religion, and unhappily to confrontation between
muslims and christians. Vola, Kaduna, Kafanchan, Kano bear
witness to how different ways of approaching Life-Foundation have
encounters the

for the

led to the destruction of human life and property. An end to the in
tolerance appears to be far away. Christians are smarting under
Nigeria's membership of the Organisation of Islamic Conference
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there is no clear indication from Government that Nigeria
pulled out; the majority of christians, like the Catholic hierarchy,

(OIC)
has

41

-

look on the presence of Sharia' in "the nation's official system of
laws until now" as "a regrettabie anomally which our nation can no
32
longer allow to continue"; christians accuse Government of allow
ing Abuja (Federal Capital) to take the shape of an Islamic Capital.
Muslims reply that to expunge the Sharia' from the Constitution is to
deny them their fundamental rights; that Government has continued
the colonial (and they insist christian) system to the disadvantage of
Muslims. Religion has become the political issue; religious leaders are
turning out to be political power brokers. Each religion, each way, is
gradually being declared the only way Human Life can be thought
and lived in Nigeria. Politicians (military and civilian) and extremists
exploit the emotive issue of religion to plant fear in the minds of the
unsuspecting, diminishing the possibilities for human life in Nigeria.
The nation sits on a keg of gun-powder. For christians, church-state
relations could not be more delicate: Islam and Christianity as practis
ed-in Nigeria have become overtly political, just as the political leader
ship is overtly religious. The christian alternative, in my view, should
grapple with the eschatological intent (being in the world but not of
the world) while insisting on the necessity of Nigerians grasping the
Life in its fullness. The christian view of
value religions seek
religious freedom, I suggest, should get beyond religion, that is, its
ideological exploitation.
-

Christian Churches in

Nigeria

to move

Beyond Religion

The task facing the Christian Church in Nigeria is not only com
bating extremism in its ranks and containing Muslim extremists but
also facing up to the incoherent stand of Government on religious
matters. It appears that Government, military or civilian, is swayed
either by religious or political motives. In other words, a christian or
muslim head of State could believe that his religious affiliation obliges
him to grant privileges to his own religion, or, alternatively, the Head
of State could see granting privileges to one or the other religion or
playing one religion ayainst· the other, as a way of making political
gains. In either way, seeds of religious intolerance are being sown.
I think that the Christian Church can play an invaluable role which
may project it (in the vision of Tertullisnl as "the ultimate hope of the

survival of

society itself". The church must perform a function of
clarification of the end of Religi-on in order to debunk the exploiters of
Religion. This task of clarification, in its ranks and for the general
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Sp.

i.e.
public, is the effective way of propagating religious freedom
the liberation of the Nigerian man and woman from exploitation in
order to embrace fully the aim or end of religion. And I see the aim or
end of religion as Human Life embraced fully thereby keeping it in liv
ing contact with what is confessed as its source and thus moving
towards future realisation of all Life's possibilities.
For the Christian Church in Nigeria, this option is a courageous
one. It declares that all religions, including the Christian religion, are
to be considered a means to an end; for to consider religior. as an
end in itself will only create a momentary and illusory happiness in
Nigerians paving the way to fanaticism and war. With a boldness
similar to that of John Paul II, the Nigerian Church nurtures in the life
of Nigerians the fundamental value religions seek. John Paul II, on
October 27, 1986 invited Christians, Muslims, Shintoists, Confu
cianists, Buddhists, African Traditional Religionists (all in all about
130 religious leaders), and had a place set for .each one of them to
-

pray for PEACE in the world.

33This reinforces the idea that Peace is

greater than any religion, and that the religions (whatever be their
diverging points of doctrine and ritual) may agree to serve the human
value of Peace.

The

pursuit of the human value of life, which the religious environ
helps Nigerians to live in its possibilities, would commit Chris
tian Churches in Nigeria to emphasise those positive aspects of our
religions which are easily forgotten because of controversy. Religious
freedom thus liberates the church to move into dialogue or to prepare
its members to dialogue with practitioners of other Nigerian religions.
ment

For if

one

is

prompted

to react in anger to a

Quaddafi

or

to Muslim

Nigeria who see Christians as infidels, atheists,
and agents of imperialism, and who would want nothing less than an
Islamic State, one should never forget that these are extremists. The

fundamentalists in

church should reflect

on

the Qur'an which insist

dialogue.

For

and refer its members to such passages of
justice without frontiers and inter-religious

on

example:

o you who believe, be upright for Allah, bearer of witness with justice, and let
not hatred of a people incite you not to act equitably. Be just, that is nearer to
God-fearing duty. And fear God; surely God knows the thoughts in your breasts

(Our'an 5, v.7).

And about Christians:
And argue not with the People of the Book except by what is best, save such of
them as act unjustly. But say: we believe in that which has been revealed to us
and revealed to you, and

(Our'an 29, v.46).

our

God and your God is

one

and to Him

we

submit
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relates such passages to christian principles of inter
as contained in stories like that of the Good

personal relationship

Samaritan (Lk. 10:30-37) one sees how Nigerian religious persons are
called upon to move beyond religion to live the values proclaimed by
the Scriptures of their religions.
The christian church living out the freedom by which Christ
liberated us becomes free to blaze this trail and liberate Nigerians
from military and civilian politicians and other opportunists who
divert religion from its end using it to serve their ideological interests.
It is true that religion as an important dimension of human life (man is
a religious animal)may never be relegated to the domain of private
life religious ritual is corporate, public action. But since religion is
concerned with the deepest aspect of human life its beginning and
its end it must not be allowed to be manipulated by politicians who
are ever tempted by its force and who could seduce the unsuspec
ting into believing that they are working for the common good.
-

-

-

The State manipulation of religion for political purposes may be ef
fectively resisted by a courageous Christian church. The church
enlightens its followers and the general public on the end of religion
which lies beyond religion. It entrenches conviction in the real basis
of religion which is human life lived in full; 'and it outlaws, in practice,
the blasphemous assertion tha.t one can kill in the name of God.

In this way christians may. become in Tertullian's words lithe
ultimate hope of the survival of (Ngierian) society itself" not in the

negative Western sense of fleeing the world but in the Eastern sense
of accepting political leadership and creating through their com
petence "a just and moral social order" (Nigerian Bishops). They do
this through embracing the cause of humanity (human life as it ad
the very end of religion)
vances and tends towards full realisation
which cannot be realised apart from political involvement in the con
crete' situation. Since christians may not naively think that anybody
who assumes power (especially christian leaders) would be the en
voy of God (the danger of Eastern christian political optimism), they
-

must then lend their support to leaders who bear credible and
verifiable testimony to their passion for the advance of humanity.
Thus the Nigerian christian endeavours to stand on an inclusive plat
form
projecting the total human progress of Nigerians and sup
-

porting those who embrace and give concrete account of working
for such progress.
On the Whole the church's role in Nigeria today is two-fold: to lead
Nigerian religious persons (beginning with christians) into living and
developing those values of human life (as the Eastern Church

em-
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phasises) which the religions seek thereby making Nigerians more
conscious of their role as architects of their common history; and
then acting as a watch-dog (like the Western church) to prevent
Government, politicians and others, who would wish to do so, from
exploiting religion for their own ideological interests.
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